Your guarantee for mobility in the bathroom.

Shower. Bath. Seat Lift.
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The shower bathtub from Artweger wins points with two unbeatable benefits: As a fully-fledged shower when
you want to shower or as a comfortable bathtub for relaxation. It also enables comfortable access to the bathtub. Artweger has shown the way for the future with this idea; the most modern and most comfortable solution
available at the moment.
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ARTLIFT

Live
comfortably
at home.
Or: The invisible insurance.

Your guarantee for mobility in the bathroom. ARTLIFT from Artweger is a prime example of what a
modern bathroom should provide nowadays: Clean design, innovative technology and convincing comfort.
ARTLIFT combines the advantages of the unique shower bath with a comfortable seat lift. In this way
Artweger has created a first of its kind all inclusive solution for mobility in the bathroom. See for yourself!
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Simply get in.
It is so simple to get into the bathtub! The shower bathtub from
Artweger makes getting into the bathtub or the shower simpler
than ever before with its integrated door. Don‘t worry the door
seals completely!
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Comfortable life.

Take a seat.
The ARTLIFT seat lift is at its highest position and you can sit
down comfortably. The seat has a skin-friendly Soft Touch surface which feels pleasant and provides optimum comfort.
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Glide down gently.
Glide down into a soothing bath: As soon as you push the
button the seat is lowered and it brings you into a comfortable
reclining position. The Soft Touch surface and the gentle motion
of the seat make sure that you feel safe at all times.
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ARTLIFT

Comprehensive well-being.
The ARTLIFT seat lift is constructed to be especially compact
as well as functional so that you can still feel unrestricted in
your bathtub and can relax totally. And when you have finished
bathing simply press the button and you rise back up!
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When the seat is at its highest position you
can easily take a seat. While it is lowering, the
backrest adjusts to the angle of the bathtub
but the seat always remains horizontal. When
completely lowered you automatically obtain a
comfortable reclining position.
The seat is firmly connected to the bathtub
and moves you safely and smoothly to a
sitting or a reclining position.
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ARTLIFT

As soon as you press a button the
seat starts to move either up or
down. Stop pressing the button and
the seat stops automatically.

Comfort at the push of a button.
Extraordinary comfort due to the integrated shower door; that is probably the most outstanding
feature of the ARTLIFT shower bath. This convenient, moder n solution is supplemented by the
seat lift. This innovation from Artweger greatly enhances and simplifies your unreserved enjoyment of the bathtub. Two buttons on the side of the bathtub – that is all you need to operate
the ARTLIFT seat lift. As soon as you press a button the seat starts to move either up or down.
Stop pressing the button and the seat stops automatically. While it is lowering, the backrest
adjusts to the angle of the bathtub but the seat always remains horizontal. So when you are
using it you automatically move from a vertical sitting position to a comfortable reclining
position. When the seat is not in use it can be folded upwards and serves as a backrest. In this
way it contributes to mobility in the bathroom but is not intrusive when showering or bathing
when it is folded up.

Are you using the shower bath but
do not need the comfortable seat
lift? Then simply fold up the seat.
When folded up it requires almost
no space and is not intrusive when
showering or bathing. When the
seat lift is needed again it is there at
hand – without any tiresome lifting
in and lifting out.
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It is this easy to retrofit the ARTLIFT seat lift:
1) The backrest is removed 2) the hoist is installed 3) the seat is mounted.

The ARTLIFT pre-installation preparation set.
Timely safety planning...
If you order your ARTLIFT shower bath with a pre-installation
preparation set from Artweger, you can retrofit the ARTLIFT
seat lift at any time. It is only possible to install an ARTLIFT
seat lift at a later date with this pre-installation set. The
hollow for the hoist is covered by a comfortable backrest.
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ARTLIFT

The ARTLIFT seat lift.
... and when needed it is installed.
With ARTLIFT you are on the safe side for the future. The ARTLIFT enables you even
at a later date to use your bathroom alone and unaided. Equipped with the preinstallation preparation set you can order your ARTLIFT seat lift years later and have
it installed at any time. An especially practical feature – it can also be uninstalled.
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BEFOR

AFTER

ARTLIFT pre-installation set with optimal splash protection wing
with rear panels and tub skirt of ARTWALL deco, rust colored

In only 24 hours a new ARTLIFT.
Do you think ARTLIFT is perfectly suited to your requirements? Then don‘t wait any longer but rather make use of the
fastest way to more comfort: The “24-hour bathtub exchange“ can be carried out simply and quickly – without any great
construction work. Partial renovation of your bathroom is made simpler than ever before. Simply exchange your old
bathtub for an ARTLIFT and experience your bathroom from its most attractive side – shower, bathtub and seat lift all in one!

New Look for the Bathroom with ARTWALL.
To make your change to the new ARTLIFT even simpler there is ARTWALL from Artweger. ARTWALL is a modern wall
system for bathroom renovations. The wall panels are available in various colors and designs and are adhered directly to
the existing substrate. That saves money and nerves – and in the shortest possible time your bathroom shines in all its
new glory. It goes easy on your wallet and on your nerves – and in a very short time your bathroom shines in its new glam
style. ARTWALL has been especially developed for wet rooms and is especially easy to care for thanks to its smooth
surface without grouting.
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ARTLIFT

Gentle luxury: Whisper jets & colored lighting
The other kind of whirlpool.
Air is injected into the tub by way of 24 small, discreet jets. Just like effervescent champagne bubbles the tiny
bubbles rise and massage your body gently. The jets are integrated ergonomically so that your whole body
can enjoy their effect. The jets are integrated almost flush into the tub and therefore are not disturbing when
showering or bathing. You can transform your bathtub into a sea of colors using the two colored LEDs which can
be additionally activated. Create the mood you want at the press of a button.

The advantages of the ARTLIFT AIR:
Relaxing - due to the very low amount of noise
Hygienic - due to the air system the disinfection normally
required for whirlpools is not necessary.
Convenient - the jets are automatically blown out after
bathing and showering.
Comfortable - ergonomic placement of the jets provides an
equal effect throughout the whole bathtub.
Practical - the fine jets are integrated in the bottom of the
tub and are not disturbing when showering or bathing.
Economical - low energy consumption, only 45W for the air
system and 6W for the colored lighting.

The colored lighting:
Whatever you feel like having: 7 colors: white, yellow, red,
light blue, green, blue and violet
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Comfort down to the smallest detail.

Making provisions can be so elegant.
The comfortable backrest is delivered
with the pre-installation preparation
set which is invisibly integrated into
the bathtub.

You are not in need of the ARTLIFT?
Then fold up the seat and use your
shower bath as usual for your shower
or bath – with a maximum of freedom
of movement.

The seat lift is firmly connected to the
bathtub. If it is needed it is ready for
use at any time without any tiresome
lifting in and out of the seat.

Sophisticated and practical in every
detail. It only takes one step to make
the bath behind the seat accessible
for simple and easy cleaning.

Elegant and functional: The mechanical
safety lock from the ARTLIFT can be
combined with the water inlet
(optional).

The optional water inlet of the shower
bath is unobtrusively integrated into
the tub. The water bubbles up into the
tub as if it would come from a spring.

The special complete door seal guarantees durable and absolute watertightness of the bathtub.

The door handle which is easily used
when standing, is at the side and
equipped with anti-slip rubber on the
underside.

ARTLIFT is available as an option with
two integrated colored LEDs. At the
press of a button seven selectable
colors provide pleasant ambient lighting.
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ARTLIFT
Maximum comfort for every bathroom.
The ARTLIFT is available in various sizes so that you can experience maximum enjoyment in your bathroom. The
integrated shower door opens inwards which makes the ARTLIFT optimally suitable also for small bathrooms.
Pre-installation preparation set for ARTLIFT models
• Electrical connection 230V/50/60Hz required
• The pre-installation set enables retro-fitting with a seat lift
• Tub is prepared for installation of the seat lift and the control unit
• Removable backrest with a high quality surface
• For maintenance and servicing equipping with an Artweger tub skirt
is required
Seat lift

• Electrical connection 230V/50/60Hz required
• The control unit is built into the front sidewall of the tub as a standard.
• For maintenance and servicing equipping with an Artweger tub skirt or a tile
substrate is required
• Max load: 120 kg
• High quality, easy-clean Soft-Touch surface
• Dimensions of the seat lift: Height 60 cm, width 33 cm, thickness 12/9 cm.
Seat: 33 cm x 33 cm or as required by the tile substrate.
• Dimensions of the backrest: Height 26 cm, width 30 cm, thickness 2 cm.

Door

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One sheet safety glass 8 mm
Handle with door lock
Opens inwards
For shower baths 160, 170, 180
Shower door also available with side wall
Can be sloped on request
Total height/door height/access width in cm: 210.5/197/55.3
Optional: swinging splash protection wing, 30 cm wide

Bathtub 160 x 75

Bathtub 170 x 80

1800
1335

ARLIFT AIR

72°

Colors tub skirts:

90°

72°

476
750

Bathtub 180 x 80

1700
1235

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

526
800

476
750

°

90

°

72

Bathtub 170 x 75

526
800

1700
1235

1600
1135

Acrylic tub in white
Mechanical control for drainage
and door lock
Electrical control for seat lift
Drain and overflow set
Inlet set optional
Models for installation on the left
or the right side
Optional with two LED spotlights
integrated into the tub for 7
different, colored atmospheres

Available for all ARTLIFT models!
• Required power connection 230V/50/60Hz
• Acrylic tub in white
• 24 Whisper jets and 2 colored LED lights
• Deeper installation on raw concrete is not possible.
• Drain and overflow in chrome (standard)
• Intake, drain and overflow in chrome (optional)

Artwall-colors tub skirts:
Current colors and deco under
www.artweger.at/artwall

white
plastic

glass clear glass
glass
bordeaux anthracite
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Get to know.

ARTWALL
NEW BATHROOM JUST LIKE THAT.
NIEUWE BADKAMER, ZO GEMAKKELIJK.

“I like showers!”

“I prefer baths!”

THE ONE-TWO PUNCH
FOR YOUR BATHROOM

INSPIRATIONS
THE NEW SHOWER WORLD
LE NOUVEL UNIVERS DE LA DOUCHE
DE NIEUWE WERELD VAN DE DOUCHE

BODY SOUL
ELEMENTS OF BALANCE

LIVING IN BALANCE
LA VIE EN EQUILIBRE
LEVEN IN EVENWICHT
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E

The easiest way to get to know the
whole ARTWEGER range: Simply order
free brochures or download them as
PDF under www.artweger.com
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via your Artweger
Guarantee Partner.

Artweger GmbH. & Co. KG
The ARTLIFT from Artweger is available from your bathroom specialist.
Provided by:

Sulzbacherstraße 60, 4820 Bad Ischl, AUSTRIA
Tel. +43 6132 205-0, Fax +43 6132 26938
info@artweger.com, www.artweger.com

Artweger UK

Thomas Archer Ltd.
Bunree Road
Ballina, Co Mayo, IRELAND
Tel.: +353 96 72777
info@archers.ie, www.archers.ie
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